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PPPshar Accelerator Crack For Windows is a web browser-optimized Internet connection sharing and website blocking and
filtering software for Windows. It enables Internet connection sharing (ICS) between up to five computers in a LAN
environment. In addition to sharing Internet connection, PPPshar Accelerator Full Crack provides a wide array of web browsing
features that boost performance and save Internet bandwidth. It supports both regular (http) and secure (https) websites.
PPPshar Accelerator is a Java based application that runs smoothly on Windows NT, XP and 2000. In addition, PPPshar
Accelerator works fine with Microsoft's Internet Explorer. The program is small (about 1MB), light weight, fast and easy to use.
PPPshar Accelerator can be installed and configured from either a command line or a graphical user interface. PPPshar
Accelerator is preconfigured for ease of use. Advanced PPPshar users can control, monitor, or even edit settings of the
program. What's New in version 5.0.00.00. 1: Optimized for performance and better usability What's New in version 5.0.00.00.
1: ￭ Optimized for performance and better usability. ￭ Webpage Caching feature. ￭ Website blocking and filtering feature. ￭
Online Privacy protection feature. ￭ Logging of traffic and page access statistics. ￭ Specify the amount of megabytes (MB) in
which a user is allowed to download a file ￭ Specify the maximum number of minutes to download a file. ￭ Fix to crash bug
due to insufficient space on hard disk partition. ￭ Fix to activate Internet connection sharing (ICS) with Windows 98 and 95. ￭
Fix to display the dialog to user when status of computer change. ￭ Option to configure the exit option of a program in the
application settings.ini. ￭ Option to configure the size of Internet connection (dialup or modem) bandwidth shared with users. ￭
Option to disable caching of specific websites and to enable direct connection to remote server port through https connection. ￭
Fix to activate Internet connection sharing (ICS) with Internet Explorer 7. ￭ Fix to lock the screen to prevent from Windows
screen saver. ￭ Fix to make Internet connection sharing (ICS) and web browsing faster. ￭

PPPshar Accelerator 

PPPshar Accelerator is an Internet connection sharing tool that offers PPP proxy acceleration and web caching for both single
computer and LAN usage. You need a network share folder where you store your Internet access information (IP address,
network mask, etc) as this information will be required to setup the PPPshar Accelerator. You need also a web server running
on your LAN and share it's Internet access information. This information has to be stored in the "site.ini" file in PPPshar
Accelerator's shared folder. You can select a folder in PPPshar Accelerator and use it for web page & file caching. You can also
specify a webpage or a file that you want to cache. You can set a quota limit to restrict the number of page loads/file downloads
per day, per hour or per minute. PPPshar Accelerator also supports "Private" browsing (user has to enter password to cache/save
a web page or file) or "No Private Browsing" which is similar to the Private Browsing function of some browsers. If you are
using Windows XP then you need a "system tray icon" installed in the system tray. User configurable and supports LAN, 3G,
ADSL, Usa Dialup, DSL, Satellite etc. 1. Installation & Setup - You can use pre-configured or custom "site.ini" file based on
your needs to setup your own web page caching options. - The "site.ini" file is configurable in PPPshar Accelerator settings.
You can specify web page names, limit number of page accesses per day, per hour, per minute, require password to access
internet etc. - PPPshar Accelerator is not a proxy server like Zenwalklinux. It does not filter your web page or site but only
caches the web page so that you access the same web page from any computer with internet connection. PPPshar Accelerator
features: Download Acceleration. Downloading files from a server is just as frustrating as Internet browsing. Using a fast
modem will only make the problem worse. PPPshar Accelerator can cut web browsing download times in half or more. You can
set a quota limit to control the amount of bandwidth allocated for file downloads. PPPshar Accelerator also provides traffic
logging and filtering. Site and web page filtering - Using your own "site.ini" file, you can configure PPPshar 09e8f5149f
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PPPshar Accelerator Registration Code For PC (Latest)

￭ PPPshar Accelerator is an application that features Internet connection sharing with web browsing acceleration. PPPshar is
available in two versions - PPPshar Pro and PPPshar Accelerator. PPPshar Accelerator differs from PPPshar Pro in two
significant areas: features & configurability. PPPshar Accelerator has advanced features like web page caching, site filtering,
privacy options, traffic logging and so on and does all the functions of the Pro version. PPPshar Accelerator and Pro versions
are available in 1, 5, 10, 20 and unlimited user licenses. PPPshar Lite version has been discontinued. PPPshar can share any type
of Internet connection - be it standard dialup, AOL, DirecWay, any satellite, DSL or cable modem connection. PPPshar is small,
light weight, very easy to setup and use. All Internet services are preconfigured for ease of use. PPPshar Accelerator on a single
computer not connected to a network: You can even use PPPshar Accelerator in a standalone computer. No need to have a
network of computers. Internet connection sharing (ICS) is just one of the feature of PPPshar Accelerator. You just need a
1-user version. The Features & FAQ section has the answer to the question - why you should use PPPshar Accelerator on a
standalone computer. PPPshar Accelerator in a networked environment: Share Internet connection with web page & file caching
and more. If you are already using a ICS or proxy or router, you can still use PPPshar Accelerator since it has HTTP proxy
support. PPPshar Accelerator can run on the same computer where your proxy is running or even on another computer in the
network. So PPPshar Accelerator software need not replace your existing Internet Sharing solution but can work alongwith it to
enhance, accelerate, secure your web browsing. PPPshar Accelerator - How does it speed-up your web browsing and file
download times? Webpage Caching. What is Caching and how it speeds up browsing, saves Internet bandwidth and costs.?
Browser Cache: When a Web page is requested, it is saved to disk. If it is required again, the disk copy is used. This technique is
used in all web browsers such as Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer. PPPshar

What's New in the?

￭ On a single computer - a copy of the Java VM (version 1.5.x) is installed to the same folder as PPPshar Accelerator. ￭ On a
networked computer or PPPshar Accelerator server - one copy of PPPshar Accelerator is installed on the Server and all
networked computers are configured to share the Internet connection through the PPPshar Accelerator server. ￭ Does not
require Java, Microsoft Silverlight,Flash or Adobe Acrobat Reader (see Software Requirements) ￭ Note: PPPshar Accelerator
can work with XP and Vista operating systems, but some minor configuration must be done to make PPPshar Accelerator work.
PPPshar Accelerator - How does it secure my Internet connection and computers? If you are already using a ICS, proxy or
router, PPPshar Accelerator shares the Internet connection with these products and they secure your network connection. You
are not required to use any security software with PPPshar Accelerator. PPPshar Accelerator uses a secure HTTP proxy to
access the remote URL. PPPshar Accelerator, running on a server in the network, can be configured to use IP filtering with a
web proxy server (PAC) and can block any website, domain or IP address in the network. PPPshar Accelerator Pro version does
more and all the security features of the Pro version. PPPshar Accelerator Lite versions do not provide any security measures.
PPPshar Accelerator is a simple to use proxy application. Here are the key Security features of PPPshar Accelerator: ￭ IP
Filtering with website blocking & traffic logging ￭ HTTP proxy with secure connection support (SSL) ￭ Hiding your IP address
￭ Limits on File Download ￭ Logging of file access and traffic ￭ Private browsing ￭ Domain blocking, website blocking or IP
address blocking ￭ Traffic logging for bandwidth usage, page requests, visitors & bandwidth ￭ Grouping IP addresses ￭
Outgoing address based IP filtering ￭ Password protection How do I Install PPPshar Accelerator? 1. In a standalone (non-
networked) computer, install PPPshar Accelerator on a hard drive or in
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System Requirements For PPPshar Accelerator:

Minimum: OS:Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 Processor:Intel Dual Core processor 1.6 GHz Memory:2GB RAM
Hard Disk:2GB Free Space Sound Card:DirectX 9.0 Compatible DirectX:9.0 Compatible Network:Broadband Internet
connection Additional Notes: This is a Windows 7 only version, all other platforms have been added as a Pc and MAC update is
coming soon This version includes game save feature Microsoft support will be available
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